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A corollary of the main result of this paper is the following 
Theorem. Suppose f: X + Y is a closed sujection of metri:able spaces whose point inverses are 
LC”+‘-divisors (n 2 1). If Y is complete and f is homology n-stable, then Y is LC”” provided X is 
LC”“. 
Intuitively, f is homology n-stable if the Tech homology groups of its point inverses are locally 
constant up to dimension n. In addition, we obtain sufficient conditions for the Freudenthal 
compactification to be LC”. 
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1. Introduction 
In this paper we consider what algebraic conditions it is sufficient to impose on 
the fibers of a map to insure that the image is LC’; (homotopy locally connected 
up to dimension k). As such our work can be considered to deal with local 
connectivity and (Vietoris-)Smale-like theorems. There is a long history of such 
research (often concerned with the decompositions of manifolds and the properties 
of the quotient map). Here we mention Kozlowski [l6], Armentrout and Price [3], 
Armentrout [I], [2], Dugundji [9] and Lather [l7]. More recently, this subject has 
been dealt with in the work of Coram-Duvall, Daverman-Walsh and Dydak. In 
Dydak [IO], [ 121 the case is discussed of a quotient map p : X --f X/A with only one 
non-degenerate compact fiber A. It is proved that X E LCk (k 2 I) implies X/A E LCk 
if and only if A is nearly l-movable, pro-H,(A) is stable for i< k and satisfies the 
Mittag-Leffler condition for i = k (such an A is called an LCk-divisor). It is natural 
to ask when a decomposition of an LCk-space into LCk-divisors gives rise to an 
LCk-space (see Geoghegan [14], p. 302). We obtain an answer to this question as a 
corollary to our main theorem in Section 4. 
Our idea in this paper was to find a theorem close in spirit to the previous result 
and which would generalize the following four theorems asserting that under various 
conditions the decomposition space is LCk: 
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I. the Smale theorem (see Smale [22] or Dydak [I l]), 
2. the Dugundji theorem (which generalized the Smale theoremksee Corollary 
4.7 and Remark 4.8 of this paper, 
3. the Daverman-Walsh theorem (derived from results of Dydak and 
Hurewicz)-see Corollary 4. I I, 
4. the Coram-Duvall theorem (which also generalized the Smale theorem)-see 
Corollary 4.12. 
The main result of this paper is the following (see Theorem 4.6 for a more general 
statement): 
Theorem. Suppose f: X + Y is a proper, homology k-stable surjection (k 2 0) of locally. 
compact metrizable spaces. IJ for each ,I’ E Y, f’(y) is homology (k + I )-stable, near/>* 
l-movable in X and has a basis of arcwise connected neighborhoods in X, then 
YE LCk”. 
It should be stressed that we do not require the pre-image to have any local 
connectivity properties itself. Moreover, it is usually easier to check homology rather 
than homotopy conditions. 
Our k-stable maps are close to approximate fibrations defined and investigated 
by Coram and Duvall [4, 5 and 61 and our homology k-stable maps are obtained 
by considering homology groups with integer coefficients rather than homotopy 
groups. But homology k-stable maps are more general than approximate fibrations. 
For example, let X be a PoincarC homology sphere (which is not a sphere) with a 
3-simplex deleted. Then the quotient map p: E’ + E3/X is homology k-stable for 
all k, but is not an approximate fibration since point inverses are not of the same 
shape. In [7] Coram and Duvall consider FANR maps f: X + Y (i.e., X is an ANR 
and each point inverse is an FANR). They prove that YE LC’ if f has the approxi- 
mate lifting property for j-cells, Osi s k. Using the above theorem and a lemma 
we obtain a stronger result, namely, that Y is LCk+‘. However, our method is a 
refined version of theirs, in particular, Lemma 4.3 should be viewed as an analog 
of the approximate homotopy lifting property for homology k-stable maps. 
2. Definition and properties of n-stable maps 
Definition 2.1. An inverse system of pointed topological spaces { LJ,, p!, A} is called 
n-stable if {rk( u,), fl,@p,), A} is stable for k < n and satisfies the Mittag-Leffler 
condition for k = n. By replacing homotopy groups by homology groups one gets 
the notion of homology n-stability of an inverse system of (not necessarily pointed) 
topological spaces. Recall a pro-group G = {G,, p!, A} in the category of pro-groups, 
pro-%, is stable if it is isomorphic in pro-% to some group, and it satisfies the 
Mittag-Lefler condition provided for any (Y E A there is an cz’z cy such that for any 
(~“2 cr’ we have pE”(G,.,)=pz’(G,.). 
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A subspace X of a space Y is n-stable in Y (homology n-stable in Y) if the system 
{U c Y: Xc int U} is n-stable (homology n-stable) for any base point in X. 
Recall that according to Dydak [IO] (Ferry [ 131) a continuum X is an LC”-divisor 
(has the shape of an LC”-’ -space) iff it is nearly l-movable and homology n-stable 
in the Hilbert cube (it is n-stable in the Hilbert cube). 
Examples. Consider the following inverse sequence of pointed topological spaces 
X = {Xi, pi”} where Xi is the bouquet of i copies of S’ with * as their common 
point and p:” : Xi+, +X, sends the (i + I)st copy of S’ to the base point of X, and 
maps the other i copies of S’ identically onto X,. This inverse sequence is l-stable 
since {xL(X,), TQ(P:+‘)} is stable for k = 0 and satisfies the Mittag-Leffler condition 
for k = I. The former is true since all the groups are Z and the homomorphisms are 
the identity. The latter is true since rr,(X,) is just the free product of i copies of Z 
and r,(X,+,) is sent onto r,(Xi) by sending the (i + I)st copy of Z to {I} and sending 
the other i copies identically onto rr,(Xi). However, X is not 2-stable since this 
latter sequence is not stable (see MardeSiC-Segal [ 19, p. 1601). 
The inverse limit X of the system X is known as the Hawaiian earring. It is 
homeomorphic to an infinite bouquet of circles in the plane Iw’ and as such is 
l-stable in [w’. As a matter of fact, all pointed continua in the plane are l-stable in 
the plane (see MardeSiC-Segal [19, p. 2011). 
Iff: X --f Y is a map, then 2 denotes_/-‘(A) for A c Y, N(f, y) denotes the inverse 
system { fi: y E int U} bonded with inclusions, pro-H,N(A y) = {ffk( fi): _v E int U} 
and I$JV(fT y) = I&n pro-&N(J y). If f is surjective we can supply N(f,y) with a 
base point from f-‘(y) and in this way define pro-rkN(f; y) and &N(f; y). We use 
integral coefficients for homology groups. We also make use of the fact that there 
is a natural equivalence between singular and cellular homology (see Lundell- 
Weingram [18, p. 1581). By analyzing the work of Coram and Duvall [5,6 and 71 
we are led to the following notions. 
Definition 2.2. A map f: X + Y is called homology n-stable if for any fi E N(f; y) 
there exists QE IV(f] fi, y) such that for all z E V 
a) the natural homomorphism &,JV(J; z)+ HJ ?) is a monomorphism for all 
k< n, 
b) the image of Hk( fi+ Hk( fi) is equal to the image of fi,JV(fT z)+ Hk( 6) for 
all k s n. 
Observe that iff:X + Y is homology n-stable, then N(f; y) is homology n-stable 
for y E Y. Analogously, we define the notion of an n-srable map f: X + Y (surjective) 
using the appropriate homotopy groups in place of the homology groups. We require 
that the two conditions are valid for any base point in f-‘(y). 
The rest of this section is devoted to the relationships between n-stable maps, 
homology n-stable maps and approximate fibrations. The tilde is used to denote 
the inverse image under J: 
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Definition 2.3. (Coram-Duvall [5]). A surjective map f: X + Y has property 
(homology) i-DUV provided that for each y E Y and each neighborhood U,, of y, 
there exists neighborhoods Vc U of y in U,, such that given any ZE V and a 
neighborhood W,, of 2 in V, there are neighborhoods Z c W of z in W, such that 
the inclusion induced homomorphism rr,( p, z)-, r,( fi, @ (H,( c, i)+ H,( fi, ii/) 
is the zero homomorphism for each base point. 
The proof of the next lemma will depend on Lemma 2.5. 
Lemma 2.4. A proper surjective map of metrizable spaces f: X --f Y is (homology) 
n-stable if it has the property (homology) i- DUV for i s n. 
Proof. Suppose f has the property i-DUV for is n, and CJ, is a neighborhood of 
y E Y. Take neighborhoods VC lJ of y in U, such that given z E V and a neighbor- 
hood W, of z in V, there are neighborhoods Z c W of z in W, such that 
?r,( P, Z)+ 7r,( fi, ct, 
is the zero homomorphism for is n. Then 
7#)-WT;(fi, ct, 
is the zero homomorphism for iS n and 
im(7r,(P)+7riT,(fi))~im(7rj(~+77,(~)) 
by Lemma 2.5. 
By the exactness of 
rr,( @, Z)+ 7i,( F, Z)+ 7r;( fi, ct> 
we get that 
Pi( +, Z)+ n,( P, 2) 
is an epimorphism for is n, and from the diagram 
_ 
Pi(G,?!) -7ri_r(Z) ------*Xi-t(W) 
7ri( F, 2) - 7ri-,(.z) - 7ri_,( Q) 
and Lemma 2.5 we get 
ker(Sri_,(j)+ ?T-,( r?/>) = ker(7ri_,(&+ ST,_,( ?)). 
Now it is easy to see that point-inverses off are n-stable and then that f is n-stable. 
The proof of the property n-DUV for n-stable maps is similar and it also employs 
Lemma 2.5 (see Coram-Duvall [6]). 
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Lemma 2.5. Let 
Bz- 
^ I b, 
I I C2 6 f 
C,eDDz-----+Ez 
I I C3 d, 
A~~&-C3- DJ 
be a commutative diagram of groups and homomorphisms such that each row is exact. 
If im(b,)c im(a) and ker(dJ = ker(fd,), then c3cz = 0. Zfc, = 0, then im(b,)c im(a). 
If b, is an epimorphism and c3 is an isomorphism, then ker(e) = ker(d,e). 
Proof. Diagram chasing. 
Now recall that a UT’ map f: X + Y is a l-stable map such that 7i, N(f, y) = 0 
for each y in Y 
Lemma 2.6. Any n-stable map f: X + Y is a homology n-stable (n 3 0). Any UV’ map 
f: X + Y which is homology n-stable is n-stable (n > 1). 
Proof. By Lemma 2.4 the map f is homology n-stable iff it has the homology version 
of property i-DUV. Now Lemma 2.6 is a simple consequence of the following two 
claims: 
Claim 1. (MardeSiCSegal[19, p. 140, Lemma 31). Supposepi:(Xi, Al)+(X)+,, Ai+,), 
i=O,..., n - 1, n k 2, are maps of pointed polyhedral pairs such that sri( pi) is the zero 
homomorphism for is n. Then Hi(pn_, . - - p,,) is the trivial homomorphism for i G n. 
Claim 2. (Quinn [2 1, Theorem 5.21). For each k 2 0 there exists an integer q/, > 0 
such rhatfor any sequence pi:(Xi, Ai)+(Xi+,, A,&,), 0s i S Tk of maps satisfying the 
following two conditions: 
a) Ai + Ai+, andX, + Xi+, induce trivial homomorphisms of thefundamentalgroups, 
b) H,( pi) is trivial for each i and all j s n ; r,( p,,, . * * pO) is trivial for all j S n. 
Generalizing previous work on cell-like mappings Coram-Duvall [4] were led to 
the following approximate version of the homotopy lifting property for polyhedra. 
Definition 2.7. A surjection f: X + Y has the approximate homotopy lifting property 
(AHLP) for a space 2 provided that given an open cover % of Y and maps g and 
G in the commutative diagram 
g 
zxo-x 
n I / 
Zxl- Y 
G 
there is a map G: Z x I + X which extends g such that fc is Q-near to G. This last 
condition means that for each (z, 1)~ Z x f, there is a iJ E “2 such that both G(:, t) 
_ 
andfG(z, 1) lie in CJ. A mapping is an approximate fibration if it has the approximate 
homotopy lifting property for all spaces. (Usually approximate fibrations are only 
defined between ANR’s.) 
In [Coram-Duvall, 61 the authors proved the following (see Theorem 3.3 and its 
proof). They required that the target space be an ANR but this is not needed for 
Lemma 2.8 and we only need LC’ in Lemma 2.9. 
Lemma 2.8. Suppose f: X + Y has the AH LP for I’, j < k (k 3 - I) and f has property 
(k + I)-DUV. 7?ren f has the AHLP for I ‘+I. 
Using the argument of [Coram-Duvall, 41, Theorem 2.4 one has 
Lemma 2.9. Suppose f: X + Y has the AHLP for I’, js k and YE LCk. Then f is 
k-stable. 
3. A characterization of LC”-spaces 
In this section we generalize a result of Hurewicz concerning the characterization 
of LC”-spaces in terms of Tech homology. 
Lemma 3.1. Let X be a complete metrizable space such that for each neighborhood U 
of a point x E X there exists a neighborhood V of x in U with the following property.: 
for each open covering % of X and for each map f: S ’ + V there exists an e+xtension 
_+“+L lj int @+I) + U 
,=I 
off with (int B:“) n (int BF+‘) = 0 f or i # j and {f(aBf”)}:=, > %, i.e., {7(7‘(a@-‘)}:=, 
refines %!. Then X is homotopy locally k-connected. 
Proof. For each x E X and each positive integer n let us take a neighborhood V(n, x) 
of x in K(x, I/n) = {X’E X: dist(x, x’) < l/n} such that for each open covering “u of 
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X and for each map f: Sk--, V(n, x) there exists an extension 
.7:(BL+‘-gint B*“)+K(.r, I/n) 
off with (int Bf;“)n(int BJ+‘)= (d for i #j and {~(?JB:“)}:=, > Q. 
Fix m > 0 and take a map f: Sk + V( m, x). By induction we construct a sequence 
of maps f, : IlIp + K(x, 2/m) (p > 0) such that: 
1) fo=f 
2) cl@“’ - D,,) is a union of (k + I)-balls BP.!, i G mp (= the number of disks in 
B ‘*’ - 0,) with disjoint interiors such that 
fr((?Br.,)C V(m . 2’, Xp,t) for some Sp.i E X 
and 
f,+,(Q+, n Rr.Jc K(x,., (llm)2-P). 
Now it is easy to see that there is a map f: Bki-’ + K(x, 3/m) extending all the fp’s. 
Thus X is homotopy locally k-connected. 
Theorem 3.2. Suppose X E LCk (k 2 1) is a complete metrizable space such that for 
each point x E X and for each neighborhood U of x there exists a neighborhood V of 
x in U with the composition of homomorphisms 
being trivial. Then X E LC”+‘. 
Proof. Embed X as a closed subspace of an ANR-space Y. We need the following 
case of Lemma 8.3 from Dydak [ 111. 
Claim. For each open set U of Y and each open covering Ou of U there exists an open 
set Vof Y containing U n X such thatfor any map g : P + Vfrom a (k + I)-dimensional 
compact polyhedron with g(R)c Vn X for some subpolyhedron R there exists a map 
h : P-, U n X such that h[R = g/R and h and g are Q-near. 
Let U,, be a neighborhood of x in X and take a neighborhood U, of x in U, 
such that any map f: K + U,, where K is a k-dimensional CW complex, is null- 
homotopic in CJ,. Let W be a connected neighborhood of x in U, such that any 
map (Y : Sk + W represents the trivial element of cik+,( U,). Let Uh be an open set 
of Y containing CJO. By the claim there exists an open set LJ{ in VA containing U, 
such that any map f: K + U{ where K is a k-dimensional CW complex, is null- 
homotopic in U& Then rk+r( W, x) + HkiI( U;) = &+,( U’,) is trivial and therefore 
?rk+r( w, x)+ ?rk+r( ub, x) is trivial, since u0 + U’, factors up to homotopy through 
a k-connected CW complex. 
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Suppose % is an open covering of Y. Take an open covering %, of Y such that 
St-‘(%,) refines Cu. By the claim there exists an open set V in Y with Vn X = CJ, 
such that for any map f: P+ V from a (k + I)-dimensional compact polyhedron P 
with g(R)c U, for some subpolyhedron R, there exists a map h : P+ U0 such that 
h]R = g/R and h and g are %,-near. Suppose a : Sk” + W is a map and let 
U; = (IJ Q,) n V n X. There exists an extension 6 : Bk+* + Ub because rkcI( W, x) + 
Xk+,( UA, x) is trivial. Consider a triangulation T of BkfZ such that {a(o)},,. < %,. 
Then there exists a map (see the claim) 
such that /3lS” = a and a’[ 1 Tk+‘I, p are 9, -near. Then for each (k +2)-simplex u 
of T there exists an element of % n X containing Pl(aa). By Lemma 3. I we have 
x E LCk”. 
Corollary 3.3. (Hurewicz [ 151). SupposeX E LCk (k 2 1) is a locally compact metrizable 
space such that for each neighborhood U of x E X rhere exists a neighborhood V of x 
in U with fik+[( v)+ fik+,( U) being tricial. Then X E LCk”. 
4. Local n-connectivity of images of homology n-stable maps 
Theorem 4.1. Suppose f: X + Y is a map, N(f, y) is homology O-stable for y E Y, Y 
is metrizable and f(X) is dense in Y. Then YE LC’. 
Proof. Let y E Y and choose a decreasing sequence fin E N(f, y) such that diam U, < 
I/n and the image of fioN(f; y)+ Ho( fi,,) is equal to the image of Ho( fin_,) + Ifo( fi,,). 
It suffices to prove that given a point y’~ U, n f(X) there is a path joining y and 
?” in U,,_,. Choose points xk E (II,, k 5 n - 1 such that f(xn-,) = y’ and there is an 
element (Y of fioN(J; y) whose images in Ho( fik) are represented by xk. It is clear 
that we can join xk and &+I by a path in cjk. Hence we can join y’=f(x,_,) and y 
by a path in U,_,. 
Lemma 4.2. Let f: X + Y be a homology O-stable map such that fi,N(f, y) = Z for 
y E Y and let Y be metrizable. Suppose g : K + Y and go: K,+ X are maps where K is 
a 1 -dimensional compact polyhedron and K. a subpolyhedron, such that fg, = gJ Ko. 
If Du is an open covering of Y, then there exists an extension g’: K --f X of go such that 
g and fg’ are Q-near. 
Proof. Since fi,N(J y)= Z for YE Y there exists a refinement “cr of “u such that 
any two points in G ( V E cy-) can be joined by a path in some 3, U E %. Take a 
triangulation T of K such that {g(a)}DET < ct’* for some star-refinement P of Y 
and K. is triangulated by some subcomplex To of T. For each vertex u E T - To 
choose V(u) E 7r* containing g(u) and a point x, E p(v). If u E To is a vertex we put 
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x, = g,,(u). Then for each l-simplex of T- T, whose ends are aI and v2 there is a 
path joining x,, and xq in some element fi off-‘(Q). Now it is clear how to define 
g’: k + X satisfying the required conditions. 
In the following lemma we apply both singular and cellular homology and we 
frequently use (without explicitly mentioning it) the fact that they are naturally 
isomorphic on the category of CW complexes (Lundell-Weingram, Chapter V). Also 
we use the fact that the natural map j:IS(X)l-X from the geometric realization 
of the singular complex of a topological space X to X induces isomorphisms of 
all singular homology groups. 
If c is a cellular k-chain in a CW complex K, then by ICI we mean the smallest 
subcomplex of K containing all the k-cells of K whose coefficients in c are non-zero. 
Our CW complexes will be built in such a way that ICI is always finite. 
Lemma 4.3. Let f: X + Y be a homology n-stable map (n 2 0) such that l?,,N(f y) = Z 
for y E Y and YE LC”-’ is metrizable. If % is an open covering of Y and g : K x I + Y, 
go : K x (0) + X are maps with& = gl K x {0}, where K is an n-dimensional cell complex, 
then for each subdivision I’ of I there exist: 
(i) a subdivision (T, To) of (K x I’, K x(O)), 
(ii) a CW complex L containing To as a subcomplex, 
(iii) a chain map h : C,(T)+ C,(L) (cellular chains), 
(iv) a cellular map (Y : L+ T’, where T’ is a subdivision of T, 
(v) a mupp: L+X, 
such that the following conditions are satisfied 
I. h is the identity on C,. T,), 
2. fp and ga are Q-near, 
3. PIT,=&, 
4. a(lh(o)l)c cr for each cell a~ T, where Ih( is the carrier of the chain h(a), 
5. alTb=id. 
Proof. (By induction on n.) If n = 0 we can take L = T and h induced by the identity 
map (see Lemma 4.2). 
Claim 1. If c is a cellular k-cycle in C,( T, S), where S is a subcomplex of T, then ah(c) 
and c represent the same element of ffk(l TI, IS/). 
Proof of Claim 1. Since cu(lh(a)l) c o for each cell UE T, it is easy to see that ah 
is chain homotopic to the natural chain map p : C,( T, S) + C,( T’, S’), where S’ is 
the subdivision of S induced by T’. Therefore oh(c) represents the same element 
as p(c) in I&(jT’I, IS’l) which in turn represents the same element as c. 
Suppose Lemma 4.3 is valid for n < k (k z 0). 
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Claim 2. Suppose f’:X’+ Y’ is a homology k-stable map such that fi,,N(f’, y)=Z 
fory E Y’ and Y’E LC’ is metrizable. lfg;: K k + X’ is a map such that f El, is homotopic 
roamapg,:Kk+Y‘, where Kk is a finite k-dimensional C W comple.x, then for each 
element a E Hk(Kk) and for each neighborhood V of g,( Kk) there e.xists an element 
b E Hk( 6 such [hat Hk(gk)(a) = Hk(i)(b), where i: pi-* X’ is rhe inclusion. 
Proof of Claim 2. We can assume without loss of generality that Kk is a geometric 
cell complex. Let g’: Kk x I --, Y’ be a homotopy joiningf’gb and g,. Take an open 
covering Q of Y’ such that lJ{ U E 2: U n g,( K“)}c V. Let (Y’, h’, p’. L’, T’, T,,, T” 
be objects satisfying Conditions l-5. Take a k-cycle c E C,( Tb) representing a E 
Hk( Kk) and a cycle c, E Ck( T{) representing a E Hk(Kk X I) = Hk( Kk), where T’, is 
the induced subdivision of Kk x{ 1). Then h’(c,) represents an element a’ of 
Hk(&(Kk X(L))) d an we take b = Hk(p’l(a’)-‘(Kk x{l}))(a’)~ H,(p). Let c2 be a 
cellular (k + I)-chain in T’ such that Fit, = c-cl. Then ahP(c2) = h’(c)- h’(c,) which 
implies that h’(c) and h’(c,) represent the same element of H,(L). Hence Hk(gh)(a) = 
Hk(i)(b). 
Proof of Lemma 4.3. Assume n > 0 and that the Lemma is true for integers less than 
n. Let &: K x(0) + X and g : K x I + Y be given maps such that fg, = gj K x(0). Let 
Vu be an open covering of Y and I’ a subdivision of I. 
For each y E Y choose U,E 52 containing y and &c U? such that given any 
z E v, and a neighborhood W, of z in v,., there are neighborhoods Z c M’ of z in 
W, such that the inclusion induced homomorphism H,( Fv, t)+ H,,( c,, l@ is trivial 
(see Lemma 2.4). Choose a finite subcollection w of { !,.I y E Y} which covers 
g(K x I). Subdivide K and I’ such that for each n-cell u in the subdivision K, of 
K and for each segment s in the subdivision 1; of I’, g(a x s) is contained in some 
element of o denoted by V,,,. Let E = min{dist(g(a x s), Y - VW.<): u E K,, s E I,} 
and choose an open covering %, of Y such that any two maps from an 
(n - I)-dimensional CW complex. to Y which are %,-near are s-homotopic 
(recall that YE LC”-‘). Applying Lemma 4.3 (the inductive assumption) to 
g, = glG-’ x I, g,,O= &,[Ky-’ x(0) and Q,, I’, we get objects a,, h,, pi. L,, T,, 
T,,o, T; satisfying Conditions l-5. 
We are going to construct (Y, h, p, L, T, T,, T’ such that: (Y extends a,, h extends 
h,, p extends p,, L contains L, as a subcomplex, T contains T, as a subcomplex, 
To contains T,, as a subcomplex, T’ contains T{ as a subcomplex. Let T2, be the cell 
complex consisting of the n-cells of K, X(O) and with T,., as a subcomplex. We 
assume L, n T, = T,.o. Let Lz = L, u T,, and T2 = T, u T&. Extend h, to h,: C,( TJ + 
C*(L*), aI9 to (Ye: L,+ T; (T; consists of T{ and of all the n-cells of K, x(0)) in 
the obvious way). 
Take an n-cell u of K, and a l-cell [0, s] of I’. Let [s, t] be another l-cell of I’ 
adjacent to [0, s]. We orient CT, then its faces, CT x[O, s], CT X(S) and the (n - I)-cells 
of r, lying in (a~) x[O, s]. 
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Let 
sz= 11 {h(S): 6 E T,; SC u x[O, s]}] u cr x{O}. 
Take a cellular map P: Sz+ IS( ~~+,.,,)I = A, such that B(S,)= 
IS(pmq~.s,n %bxtr,,~)l = A, andj~=plS,inAz,j~lS,=plS, in A,, wherej:]S(X)]-,X 
is the natural map from the geometric realization IS(X)] of the singular complex of 
X (it is clear that A, c A2c IS(X) Since g](aa) x(s) is null-homotopic in W= 
V VX[O.l] f-l Vcrq,,,, we infer that &j/S, is null-homotopic in W. 
Take a point z~jjp(S,) and a neighborhood Z of z in W such that 
is trivial, where y E Y is the point such that VvxcO, s] = y,,. 
By Claim 2 there exists a cellular (n - I)-cycle c, in C,(lS(Z)]) such that cl and 
J~(~(~ux{s})) are homologous in A,. Let c2 be a cellular n-chain in C,(A,) with 
ac? = c, -p(h(aa x{.s}))‘and let M, be the mapping cylinder of p]S, : S, --, A,. Take 
a cellular n-chain c3 in C&M,) with rlc,= h(da~{s})-jj(h(ibx{s})). Let c4= 
-u x{O}u ~(h(6): 6 is an n-cell of T, contained in i~a x[O, s]}. Then ac, = 
-h(& x(s)). Since H,,(A,, IS(i) H,,(IS( fi~,.)l, A,) is trivial and a(~*-- c3 +c,) = cl, 
there exists a cellular n-chain c5 in C,(A,) and a cellular (n + I)-chain c6 in 
C,(]S( fiJ)I) with ac, = c, and ac, = c5 -d(c? - c3 - c,), where d: S,u M, + A2 is the 
natural extension of p (in particular, FlA, = id). 
Let M2 be the mapping cylinder of p: Sz u M, + A,u lcsl u 14 in which {a} x I 
and a are identified for a E A,. Let p’: M2 + jS( c,.)I be the natural extension of c. 
Define L3 = Lzu M2, h(a x{s})= c,-cc,+c,, h(ax[O, s])= c,+c,, where c, is an 
(n +I)-chain in C,(M2) with ac7=~(c3)-c3-c4+~(c4). Then r?h(ax{~})= 
h(;tc+ X(S)) and ah(a x[O, s]) = h($a x[O, $1)). Let p3: L,+ X be the only map with 
p31Mz =_@, p31L = P and p31 T2,,, = go. 
Let Ti be the subdivision of Tiu u x[O, s] achieved by taking a point u in the 
interior of u X(s) and then by joining cells of TS in u x{O}u rlu x[O, s] with u. Define 
03: L3+ T; by cr31Lz = (Ye, a,(A,)={u}, a3 maps the segment in M, joining XE S, 
and p(x) E A, linearly onto the segment joining (u(x) and u, a3(A2u lcsl u Ic61) = {u}, 
a3 maps the segment in M, joining a3(x) and L;. 
Now it is clear how to proceed to construct the desired objects satisfying 
Conditions l-5. 
Definition 4.4. Let X = {X,, if, A} be an inverse system of topological spaces bonded 
with inclusions. X is called near/y 1 -movable if for each cy E A there exists p 3 a 
such that for each loop f: S’ + X, and for each y E A there exists an extension 
f: BI-,G int Bf -* X, 
off with (int Bf)n (int Bf) = 0 for i # j and f(,?@) c X, for is r. 
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Theorem 4.5. Suppose f:X -, Y is a homology O-stable map such that fiON(f; y) = 72 
for each y E Y and N(f, y) is nearly I -movable for each y E Y. If Y is metrizable and 
complete, then YE LC’. 
Proof. Since &N(f, y) = i2 for each YE Y, f(X) is dense in Y and YE LC” by 
Theorem 4. I. 
Let CJ be a neighborhood of a point y E Y. Since N(f, y) is nearly l-movable 
there exists a neighborhood V of y in U such that for each loop g : S’ + 9 and for 
each neighborhood W of y there exists an extension 
g:B’-bintBj+fi 
i=, 
of g with (int B:) n (int B$ = 0 for i #i and 
g’(F) Bf) c W for i S r. 
Let % be an open covering of Y. Take open coverings %, > %? of V such that 
%,(%J is a star-refinement of % n V(%,). Let g : S’ --, V be a loop and take an open 
covering %J of V such that each element of %, is contained in some arc-component 
of an element of Q,. By Lemma 4.2 there exists a loop g’: S’ + f such that fg’ and 
g are %,-near. Let W be an element of % containing y and let g’ : B2 - lJr=, int B: + 6 
be an extension of g’ with (int Bf) n (int B$ = 0 for i #j and &aBf) c @ for is r. 
Take a small triangulation T of S’ such that {g(s) u fg’(s)},, T > 9A3. Then there is 
a map 
h:(1/2) B2-l,jintBf uS’u U tv+ U 
( i=I > VE To, 
I/Zsrsl 
such that h(( 1/2)x) = fg(x) for x E B2 -IJr=, int Bf, hjS’ = g and a,(t) = h(w) for 
f4 t G 1 is a path in some element of Q2 joining fg’(u) and g(u) for each vertex u 
of T. 
By Lemma 3.1, X E LC’. 
Theorem 4.6. Suppose f: X + Y is a homology n-stable map (n B 0) such that 
&N(f, y) = Z, N(J; y) is nearly I -movable and homology (n + I)-stablefor each y E Y. 
If Y is metrizable and complete, then YE LC”+‘. 
Proof. The case n = 0 follows from Theorem 4.5, so assume n > 0 and YE LC”. Let 
U be a neighborhood of y in Y. Choose a neighborhood V of y in U such that 
&N(f;y)+ K(fi 
is a monomorphism and 
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Claim. For each neighborhood W of y in V there exists a neighborhood W, of y in W 
with Hn+,( c @,)+ H,+,(fi, 6’) being trivial. 
Proof of claim. Take neighborhoods W, = W, of y in W such that im(H,( *,)+ 
H,,( G,)) = im( fi,N(fl y) + H,,( kO)). From the diagram 
H,,+,@, %> - fL#‘,) 
1 1 
K+,(6 - J-L+,@, co> - Hn@W-+ K(f’l 
1 1 1 
H,+,(%-+ H,+,(fi)-, H,+,(fi, ti - HA% 
and Lemma 2.5 we get the desired claim. 
Now we are going to prove that for any neighborhood W of y in V the composition 
of homomorphisms 
is trivial. 
Embed U as a closed subset of M E ANR and let N be a neighborhood of W in 
M. Let Q be an open covering of M such that any two %-near maps are {M - 
{y’}, N}-homotopic in M and % n U is a refinement of { U - {y’}, W,}, where W, is 
a neighborhood of y in W with H,+,( p, I&‘,)+ H,+,( 5, 6’) being trivial (see the 
claim, and y’~f( 6’,) is in the same arc-component of V as y. 
Suppose g : I” x Z + V is a map such that g(aZ”“) = { y’}. Applying Lemma 4.3 to 
g, % n V and f: q+ V (in this case go: I” x(0) +f-‘(y’) is a constant map) we get 
L, h, a, T satisfying Conditions l-5. Take c, co, c, E C,(T) such that Ic,j c I” x(i), 
ac = c, -co and c represents the generator of H,+,(Z”+‘, I” x(0, I}). By Claim 1 of 
the proof of Lemma 4.3 ah(c) also represents the same generator. Let b be the 
elemect zf H,+,(lh(c)l, Ih( c,u c,)l) represented by h(c). Then H,,,@)(b)E 
H,+,( V, W,) and therefore H,+,(p)(b) is trivial in H,+,( p, 6’). Sincefp and gcu are 
Whomotopic, H,,+,(fp)(b)= H,+,(ga)(b) in (M, N) and H,+,(gcY)(b) is the image 
of the generator of H”+,(Z”+‘, I” x{O, l})via H,,+,(g) (recall that crh(c) is homologous 
to c). Thus n,+,(V,y’)+H,+,(V)-,H,+,(M, N) is zero. Hence si,+,(V,y)+ 
H,,+,(M, N) is zero and since Z?“,,(U, W) is the inverse limit of H,+,(M, N), where 
M and N are neighborhoods of U and W respectively in a given ANR containing 
U, we have that rr ,,+,( V, y)+ &+,( U, W) is trivial. Now Z&+,(U) = a,,+,( U, y) = 
l&{Z?,+,( U, W): y E int W} and therefore 7r”+,( V, y) + Z?,+,(U) is trivial. 
By Theorem 3.2, X E LC”+‘. 
Corollary 4.7. LetX be arbitrary, Ycomplete and metrizable andf: X --, Ya continuous 
closed sujection with PC; fibers. Then YE LC”. 
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Proof. A fiber f-‘(y) is PC> (see Dugundji [9]) if’for each neighborhood U of 
f-‘(y) in X there exists a neighborhood V off-‘(y) in CJ with T~-( v) + ?rk( U) trivial 
for k s n. Since f is closed, N(f, y) is cotinal in the inverse system of all neighbor- 
hoods of f-‘(y) in X. Hence f is n-stable and by Lemma 2.6 and Theorem 4.6, 
YE LC”. 
Remark 4.8. Corollary 4.7 is proved in Dugundji [9] for arbitrary metrizable 
space Y. 
Corollary 4.9. Suppose f: X + Y is a closed surjection of metrizable spaces whose point 
inverses are LC”” -divisors (n z= I). If Y is complete and f is homology n-stable, then 
YE LC”” provided X E LC”“. 
Proof. By Dydak [IO, I I] the point inverses off are homology (n + I)-stable in X 
and N(A y) is nearly I -movable for each y E Y. Hence Theorem 4.6 implies Corollary 
4.9 for f monotone. In the general case we factor f as f = pf’, where f’ satisfies the 
hypotheses of Corollary 4.9 and p is a covering projection p : Y’+ Y. Then Y’E LC”” 
( Y’ is locally complete) and therefore YE LC”“. 
Corollary 4.10. Let f: X + Y be a closed surjection of metrizable spaces such that all 
point inverses have isomorphic andfinite i-dimensional reduced tech homology groups 
for is n. Suppose for each ye Y, f-‘(y) is an LC”“-divisor and the inclusion 
homorphism 
Qi(f -l(y)) + h,(X) 
is a monomorphism for is n. If X E LC”” and Y is complete, then YE LC”“. 
Proof. We are going to prove that f is homology n-stable. By Dydak [IO, I I] the 
point inverses off are homology (n + I)-stable in X. Let U be a neighborhood of 
y E Y. Take a neighborhood V of y in U such that 
im(Cii(f-l(y))+ H;(fi))=im(Hi(F)+ Ifi(fi)) 
for i<n. Then for each ZE V and isn 
im(Hi(f-l(z))+ H,( fi))c im(H,( ?)+ H,(c)) 
and both these groups are isomorphic. Hence they are equal and f is homology 
n-stable. By Corollary 4.9, YE LC”“. 
Corollary 4.11. (Daverman and Walsh [8]). Suppose G is a Z-acyclic decomposition 
of an ANR X into nearly l-movable compacta, and suppose that X/G is finite 
dimensional. Then X/G is an ANR. 
Proof. An element A of G is Z-acyclic if pro-H,(A) is trivial for all n. Hence the 
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projection p : X + Xl G satisfies the hypotheses of Corollary 4. IO and Xl G E LC”. 
Since X/G is finite dimensional we get that X/G E ANR. 
Corollary 4.12. Let f be a proper surjection of locall_v compact metrizable spaces whose 
point inverses are FANRs. ffX E ANR and f has the AHLP for all j-cells, 0~ js k, 
then YE LCkt’. 
Proof. By Lemmata 2.6 and 2.9 f is homology k-stable. Since each point inverse is 
an FANR it is an LCk”-divisor (see Dydak [IO]). By Corollary 4.9, YE LC’*‘. 
Remark 4.13. Corollary 4. I2 is a strengthening of Theorem 3.4 of Coram-Duvall [7]. 
Corollary 4.14. Suppose X E LC” is a locally compact metrizable space whose end 
e(X) = {X - C: C c X is compact} is nearly I -movable and has trivial pro-homology 
groups pro-H,e(X) for I S k < n. Then the (Freudenthal) endpoint compactification 
eXofXis LC”. 
Proof. Observe that the inclusion i: X + EX satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 4.6. 
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